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New Meeting Room at Buker Community Center!

We kick off the 2012-13 meeting cycle in new digs! Our new venue
is Room 11 in the north wing of Buker. This is the second room on
the right if you enter the building from the main lobby, and is even
more easily accessed directly from the parking lot. One advantage of
the new room is a permanently-mounted projection screen. A big
thank you to Kathy Ahearn for the upgraded accommodations.
Mountain Lion Demo

The festivities begin at 7:00 p.m. on September 12 at Buker
Community Center, 22 Armory Street, Augusta.Yours truly will be
presenting MacOS 10.8, aka Mountain Lion. There’s s-o-o much
to cover in this release. There’s no way I’ll get through everything I’d
like to show you, but feel free to download my detailed topic outline
from my dropbox.
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If you haven’t yet had a chance to check out AirDrop, Apple’s peer-topeer wireless file transfer protocol for Macs, that too will be part of
the fun. AirDrop was introduced in MacOS 10.7, aka Lion, but has
been significantly enhanced in Mountain Lion. I’ll be hooking up two
Macs to the CAMP projector to show you how it works.
Resources

At the same time I downloaded Mountain Lion in late July, I also
purchased two inexpensive e-guides to the new OS. These are Matt
Neuburg’s Take Control of Using Mountain Lion (TidBITS Publishing
2012) and Macworld’s Total Mountain Lion Superguide (2012). If you’re
looking for a quick article-based intro to ML’s new features, go with
the latter. But for a cohesive in-depth examination of the operating
system, the Neuburg book shines and is my clear favorite. -JF
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